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The day started off with Dr. Brad Billard giving everyone an introduction speech. This

speech resonated with me as Billard was talking about subjects related to me. Although we were

both from different fields, his story and message about goals were nearly identical to my

situation. One thing which I did not agree with Billard was his message that clarity is more

important than how your dreams will come true. While this is true in a certain aspect, I have

dealt with this. You can only get so far by just having dreams. In life while there are people who

will help you, the ultimate action comes through you. If you aren’t going to start now, then you

never will. Billard's story about emailing many different organizations for a job resonated with

me as I also had done the same for film internships. The biggest thing which I loved about his

speech was that “if people didn’t think your goals were crazy they aren't right.” Furthemore, you

need to surround yourself with people who understand your “craziness” and have crazy dreams

also. Billard emphasized on the phrase “crystal clear.” My dreams were crystal clear; I see

myself making movies and owning a production house. Overall Billiards speech was from a

much different background, but it ultimately verified that I was going down the correct path.

The rest of the day I was blessed with the opportunity to meet some amazing people: HR

department leads, CEOs of tech companies, mindfulness guru’s, and ISM alumni. The two which

really resonated with me were the ISM alumni and the CEO, Brad Herman. What was great

about the ISM alumni was that they were also in the exact same position we were. They were

able to offer advice not only about ISM, but about life in general. One of the alumni was actually



a Speech Therapist, which resonated with me since I have a speech impediment. I talked with her

alone after the session and it was great. I got to know why she chose this field and actually got

some advice from her regarding my speech. Some overall takeaways I got from listening to the

ISM alumni were that it is okay to change your topic, stay in a good relationship with your

mentor even after you are done talking to them, and take dual credit classes. The CEO, Brad

Herman, opened my eyes up to a problem I never knew was that serious. It was about the

importance of a healthy work environment. Off the bat you could tell Herman was an

enthusiastic person as he would use spontaneous hand motions and speak with style. I learned

about the realities of a workplace and what makes it truly a good environment. It is not the

materictic items, it is how you are treated by the people around you. Are your ideas valued? Do

you get a say in a certain situation?

Aside from meeting experts, I got to connect with many people my age. I couldn't find

anyone who was solely focused on film. I found one person who liked film, music, and biology. I

was told there was a girl named Sarah who loved film at the event, but I never got a chance to

meet her. Fortunately, after the event I was able to connect with her on social media and we had

some pretty great conversations. The event overall was super organized and everyone was very

helpful. Some feedback I would have is to give more time for students to individually interact

with the experts. It is hard to engage in a conversation during a Q&A period. Besides that I am

glad I attended this event because I met some amazing people and I further understand the

preparation and reality for my future career.


